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Introduction to the Journal of Risk Education

A controversy. In the last issue I stated there are some good academic journals providing
excellent articles on the theories of risk economics, risk financing, and insurance. However,
there is a need for a new journal that concentrates on the teaching component. This opinion
received quite a bit of feedback, most of which was resounding agreement. The
understanding of ‘publish or perish’ and the need for journal opportuni ties was also
expressed. With only three major journals available and a very long lead time to publication
the JRE seems to be filling a needed niche as the only journal dedicated to promoting
pedagogical knowledge.

The JRE goal is achieved in two ways. First, the journal follows the peer reviewed process,
and second, the journal solici ts teaching articles from a diverse array of sources, including
university professors, professional education instructors, and corporate trainers. These
strategies enhance the diversity of ideas and uniformity of presentation. An interesting twist
has arisen by trying to achieve these two strategies. The innovative ideas from non-
academic sources are being subjected to rigorous academic analysis while the ideas from
academics are being tested for practicality by practitioners. Neither set of reviewers have
been gentle or subtle in their analyses. 

As it should be. We should be willing to take off the gloves and scrutinize our teaching
methods. An honest appraisal of teaching techniques and ideas can only better the
industry, the students’ education, and ourselves. 

I hope you find these articles challenging, provoking, and innovative. If you do, perhaps
you’ll be motivated to apply these proposed techniques or to submit your own article. We
all could benefit by learning from you.

In this issue. This second issue of the JRE contains articles from authors who have proven

track records as dedicated instructors. Their submissions are controversial and have
stimulated considerable dialogue in the review process. The reviewers have challenged the
very foundations of pedagogical theory in their analyses.  Their comments have questioned
the validity of some submissions and cause major reworking of some sections. Their
appraisals have surely resulted in articles that benefit us all. Thank you all for your
assistance and submissions. 
 
And now, enjoy the feature articles. ed. 
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 Abstract

Manuscript reviewers of insurance journals were sent a questionnaire to obtain information
concerning reasons for manuscript acceptance.  Several factors were found to influence
the acceptance decision including: non significant results, out-of-date information, inclusion
of the full manuscript in a proceedings, lack of generalizations, no control group, and a topic
outside the mainstream of the field.

Introduction   
 
In recent years the relative emphasis on published research for the promotion and tenure
decision of insurance faculty has increased at many schools.  Thankfully, the number of
journals available as outlets for publications has also increased.  Yet the acceptance rates
are low at many journals creating a significant impact on the careers of most academics.
Lack of acceptance of journal articles may also lead to some psychological difficulties on
the part of the manuscript writers (Piercy, Moon and  Bischof, 1994).

Journal reviewers obviously play an important role in the publication process.  Beyer (1978)
noted that reviewers, “are looking for something in the submission that justifies not
publishing the article, and given the low consensus in the social sciences over many
issues, they usually find it.”  Another study indicated that the low acceptance rates might
lead many authors to assume that reviewers are actually critical gatekeepers.  Yet an
author’s observations hardly provide a foundation for conclusions about how reviewers
approach their task. (Jauch and Wall, 1989).
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Although reviewers perform a gate keeping function, minimal research has been done as
to why submissions are accepted.  If authors knew in advance why journals do not accept
submissions, they could address those issues before article design and submission.  Thus,
the question:  Why do insurance journal reviewers accept submissions?  This research is
a logical step toward answering the above question.  Therefore, the purpose of this paper
is to report the findings from a survey of Insurance journal reviewers’ opinions concerning
the factors used to accept  manuscripts. This study would benefit both new faculty and
doctoral students by providing them with a framework of acceptance guidelines before
manuscript submission.

Jauch and Wall (1989) have provided a wide range of references to the literature
concerning the editorial process.  They note in particular a book by Cummings and Frost
(1985) that provide a variety of perspectives from authors, editors, reviewer, and readers.
It deserves close attention for anyone involved with journal publishing.   Although they
focused on the reviewing process, Jauch and Wall did not ask critical questions concerning
reasons for recommending the acceptance of an article.

Kerr, Tolliver, and Petree (1977), did seek reasons why manuscripts are not accepted in
management and social science journals.  They noted:  In general, for manuscripts judged
to be competent, three characteristics seem to be associated with increased likelihood of
acceptance: strong author reputation, ‘successful’ test of the author’s own new theory, and
content different from that traditionally published by the journal.  A number of
characteristics were considered to seriously impair publication chances.  Foremost among
these are: results which are statistically insignificant; studies which are mere replications;
manuscripts which lack new data; articles on the same topic as many recent articles in the
journal (on one hand), or which fell well outside the mainstream of the discipline (on the
other hand); and manuscripts which have been presented at professional association
meetings and reproduced in proceedings.

Although each journal disseminates a set of publication guidelines, manuscript summiteers
partially rely upon their own set of  heuristics when putting research material together.  To
date no research has been conducted concerning reviewers’ criteria for manuscript
acceptance in insurance journals.  The data presented in this paper provides a documented
set of guidelines designed to help set the researcher’s course of action before the
submission of a manuscript. 

Methodology

In an effort to learn more  about the reasons for acceptance of insurance manuscripts, a
similar methodology by Kerr et al. (1977) was used.   A total of 280 questionnaires were
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sent to reviewers of the leading insurance journals.  The journals were selected from a list
compiled by Dorfman, Ferguson, and  Ferguson (2001).  Only journals with primary
emphasis in insurance were included in the sample.  Reviewers were presented with
manuscript items, which could affect their acceptance decision.  Of the 280 questionnaires
mailed, 64 were returned, resulting in a response rate of 22.9 percent. 

The reviewers were asked to consider the following:  As a reviewer for the journal, please
indicate for each questionnaire item its importance to the overall acceptance decision.  
Use the following response choices to indicate that the information:
1 = Would add to the likelihood that you would recommend acceptance.
2 = Would count neither for nor against the article.
3 = Would count against the article, but not enough to cause you to                                 
                     recommend rejection.
4 = Would count against the article, and might cause you to recommend                         
                       rejection.
5 = Would probably cause you to recommend rejection.
6 = Would surely cause you to recommend rejection. 
 

Results 

The following findings are the summary results of the study.  As for reviewer demographics,
most of the reviewers were academics, 75 percent.  Their degrees were in the areas of
Economics 27.6%, Risk Management and Insurance 17.2%, Law 15.5%, Finance 12%,
Business and Business Administration 10.4%, and Math 8.6%.   Their tenure with the
journal ranged from three months to five years.  Most of the reviewers, 92%,  had reviewed
an article with the last 12 months.  Lastly, 85% of the reviewers were male and 15% were
female.  

According to Table 1, if the manuscript has not been previously included in a proceedings,
the more likely it will be accepted.  Publishing the study as an abstract reduces the chance
of being accepted. Publishing the study fully as a proceedings further reduces the likelihood
of acceptance.  To no surprise, when the study is a direct replication of a recently published
article, the manuscript has very little chance of acceptance and quite a strong chance of
rejection.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________

Table 1

Previous Publishing of the Manuscript by the Author.

1 2 3 4 5 6

The study has previously been presented at the

National insurance conferences but not included

in any  proceedings

14 76 10

The study has previously been presented at the

National conferences and an abstract was

included in the proceedings

7 75 12 5 1

The study has previously been presented at the

National meetings and was fully included in the

procee dings.

7 42 18 17 11 5

The study is a direct replication of an original

article recently published in your journal.

2 8 19 37 34

Legend : Rep orted  am oun ts are in p erce nt.

Column 1 = Would add to the likelihood that you would recommend acceptance.

Column 2 = Would count neither for nor against the article.
Col um n 3 = W ould  coun t against the ar ticle, bu t not en ough to cause you to                                                 

       recommend rejection.

Column 4 = Would count against the article, and might cause you to recommend                                         

       rejection.
Column 5 = Would probably cause you to recommend rejection.

Col um n 6 = W ould  surel y cause  you to re com me nd re jection . 
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Table 2 provides some interesting insights into the acceptance process by reviewers. The
journal of origin for a reference citation does not influence the reviewer’s perception of the
manuscript.  A manuscript writer would assume the opposite, but this was not supported
by the data. The length of a manuscript does influence the acceptance decision.  According
to the data, a shorter manuscript is more favorable than a lengthy manuscript.  A small
sample size and an experiment without a control group both negatively affect the decision
to accept a manuscript.
___________________________________________________________________________

Table 2

Manuscript Characteristics

1 2 3 4 5 6

The  ma nusc ript con tains m any re ferences to

earlier publications in the same journal.

11 76 8 5

The  ma nusc ript con tains no  refe renc es to

earlier publications in the same journal.

2 78 15 5

The m anuscript is twice as long as those full-

sized articles usually appearing in the journal

and cannot intelligibly be condensed or divided.

30 32 24 11 3

The manuscript is half as long as those smaller

articles usually appearing in the journal.

8 59 12 13 8

The manuscript is based on a sample size of

less than 30.

2 34 30 16 15 3

The manuscript provides an experiment but

contains no control group.

21 34 26 14 5

Legend : Rep orted  am oun ts are in p erce nt.

Column 1 = Would add to the likelihood that you would recommend acceptance.

Column 2 = Would count neither for nor against the article.

Column 3 = Would count against the article, but not enough to cause you to                                                 

       recommend rejection.

Column 4 = Would count against the article, and might cause you to recommend                                         

        rejection.

Column 5 = Would probably cause you to recommend rejection.

Col um n 6 = W ould  surel y cause  you to re com me nd re jection . 
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Presented in Table 3 are the survey results concerning the study’s type of data.  Reviewers
are not negatively or positively influenced by the type of data in a study.  Data that is
nominal, ordinal, or interval does not affect the acceptance decision.  However, when the
data does not yield statistical significant results, or when the data contains only secondary
sources, will influence the reviewer in a negative manner.

______________________________________________________________________________

Table 3

The  Study’s T ype of  Data

1 2 3 4 5 6

The study contains nominal data and is treated

accordingly

13 78 4 5

The study contains ordinal data and is treated

accordingly

15 79 4 2

The study contains interval data and is treated

accordingly

11 85 4

The data does not yield results which approach

statistical significance.

2 17 38 25 15 3

The  study on ly con tains sec ondary da ta

previously colle cted by others.

2 29 30 24 10 5

The study discusses a new statistical test or a

new data collection technique and contains no

new data.

10 41 28 13 3 5

The study is a think-piece, an extension,
elaboration, or refinement of a theory, but

con tains no  new d ata. 

29 43 15 13

Legend : Rep orted  am oun ts are in p erce nt.

Column 1 = Would add to the likelihood that you would recommend acceptance.

Column 2 = Would count neither for nor against the article.

Column 3 = Would count against the article, but not enough to cause you to                                                 

       recommend rejection.
Column 4 = Would count against the article, and might cause you to recommend                                         

       rejection.

Column 5 = Would probably cause you to recommend rejection.

Col um n 6 = W ould  surel y cause  you to re com me nd re jection . 
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Table 4 presents the reviewers’ opinion concerning the study’s topic.  Upon examining the
results presented in the Table 4, the most noteworthy point of interest would be when the
manuscript tested topic is new and is the author’s own.  A large majority of the reviewers,
67%, responded  with, “it would add to the likelihood that you would recommend
acceptance,” to the survey item, “when the tested topic is the author’s own new topic.”
______________________________________________________________________________

Table 4

Th e Stud y’s T op ic

1 2 3 4 5 6

The study’s topic is of interest to the field, but

differs in content from articles traditionally

published in the journal.

32 37 26 3 2

The study’s topic is the same as a number of

other articles recently published in the journal.

15 41 21 12 8 3

The study’s topic is well outside the mainstream

of the field.

27 33 18 15 7

The tested topic is new and is the author’s own. 67 21 10 2

The stud y is based on a topic wh ich mo st

people in the field are interested, but which you

consider to be  flawed o r errone ous.

5 29 24 22 14 6

The stud y is based on a topic wh ich mo st

people in the field are interested, but which you

consider to be method-bound.

7 34 27 22 10

The stud y is based on a topic wh ich mo st
people  in the field are interested , but whose

importance you believe to be greatly

overemphasized.

5 40 32 19 3 1

Legend : Rep orted  am oun ts are in p erce nt.

Column 1 = Would add to the likelihood that you would recommend acceptance.

Column 2 = Would count neither for nor against the article.

Column 3 = Would count against the article, but not enough to cause you to                                                 
       recommend rejection.

Column 4 = Would count against the article, and might cause you to recommend                                         

       rejection.

Column 5 = Would probably cause you to recommend rejection.
Col um n 6 = W ould  surel y cause  you to re com me nd re jection . 
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According to data reported in Table 5,  reviewers look unfavorably at a manuscript that
does not: permit cause and effect inferences to be drawn; gives no evidence of
generalizations to other situations; and gives no evidence of broader generalizations to
other companies.
______________________________________________________________________________

Table 5

Generalizations

1 2 3 4 5 6

Th e study conta ins s tatic  corre lation al  analysis

only, which does not permit cause-effect

inferences to be drawn.

30 25 32 10 3

The study is in a lab setting and gives no

evidenc e of g ene raliza tions to o ther situa tions. 

26 34 23 14 3

The study contains only one company and gives
no evidence of broader  generalizations to other

com panies.

3 16 31 30 17 3

Legend : Rep orted  am oun ts are in p erce nt.

Column 1 = Would add to the likelihood that you would recommend acceptance.

Column 2 = Would count neither for nor against the article.

Column 3 = Would count against the article, but not enough to cause you to                                                 

       recommend rejection.

Column 4 = Would count against the article, and might cause you to recommend                                         

        rejection.

Column 5 = Would probably cause you to recommend rejection.

Col um n 6 = W ould  surel y cause  you to re com me nd re jection . 

Summary 

This research study has attempted to shed light on the manuscript acceptance process for
insurance journals.  Numerous factors were noted that would increase the chance for
acceptance. Manuscripts containing an author’s new and tested theory would have an
increased probability of acceptance.  Neutral variables that would not likely affect a
reviewer’s decision of acceptance  are many, including: references to earlier publications
in the same journal; ordinal, nominal and interval data treated accordingly;  previous
presentation at an insurance meeting but not included in a proceedings.  Aspects of a
manuscript that would probably count against a manuscript and may, or may not, influence
the decision to not accept include: new or current interest study results that do not yield
statistical significance; the topic of the manuscript is well outside the mainstream of the
field; the manuscript contains only secondary analysis of previous efforts; the study is
experimental with no control group; and the inability to draw cause-effect inferences due
to solely static correlation analysis being presented.  A characteristic that would probably,
or surely, cause a lower rate of acceptance was replication of a recently published original
study that added no new dimension to theory.  
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This paper also serves as a catalyst to encourage future research and classroom
discussions concerning the preparation stage of manuscript development.  The primary
goal has been to assist new faculty focus on those areas leading to manuscript acceptance.
This paper has attempted to reduce the intuitive part of writing process and replace it with
a solid core of guidelines enabling new authors to contribute to the intellectual knowledge
base.
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Abstract 

The paper presents a case study of an insurance course developed
within the theoretic framework of experiential learning and
collaborative problem solving.  Students enrol led in this course
selected real companies as their project subjects, for which two
corporate risk managers agreed to be project sponsors.
Connections between the students and faculty were built through
face-to-face meetings or via electronic means including
teleconference, online discussion, e-mail exchange and web source
access.  The evolution of this teaching strategy has followed both a
problem-based learning and a collaborative group approach that is
well supported by the literature. The paper shares results of the
experimentation and invites discussion on how to provide students
with real world or close-to real world experience by effectively using
the web-based virtual environment.

Introduction and Theoretical Background 

For the past five years, instead of using the traditional textbook chapter-by-
chapter coverage, the instructional designer and the instructor have changed the
instructional design of a series of four business school courses that are a part of
a risk management and insurance major at a regional, Midwestern, public
university to project-driven courses with strong emphasis on interaction and
collaboration among the learners themselves. This team approach is a typical
scenario in business operations where graduates of this program begin their
professional careers. Research suggested the use of cases and projects for
assessing critical thinking and problem-solving skills and the use of oral
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presentations and written reports and papers to assess skills related to critical
thinking, problem solving, and oral/written presentation (Bonfiglio, 1986; Gordon,
1998; Zvacek, 1999; Mierson with Parikh, 2000). 

Experience with project-driven courses led to incorporating Collaborative
Problem Solving (CPS), a newly developed instructional theory that combines
two instructional approaches: cooperative learning and problem-based-learning
(Nelson, 1999). CPS emphasizes cooperative learning in the context of “a
carefully constructed problem scenario”, which is the essence of problem-based-
learning (Savery & Duffy, 1995). As a theory model, CPS provides guidelines that
address the whole process of collaborative learning including: a) building a
readiness in students to learn collaboratively; b) developing group skil ls; c)
forming groups; d) engaging in collaborative problem solving; e) finalizing the
process through appropriate analysis, synthesis, assessment, and closure
activities (Nelson, 1999). The CPS theory aims at developing knowledge of a
content area that consists of complex domains.  In the meantime, it emphasizes
the development of problem-solving, cri tical thinking, and collaboration skills.
CPS holds the pedagogical values of maximizing the natural collaboration
processes of learners; creating a situated, learner-centered learning
environment; honoring ownership of the learning experience for students;
encouraging content analysis and exploration from multiple perspectives;
acknowledging the importance of social context for learning; and cultivating
supportive relationships among learners (Nelson, 1999).  With group problem
solving being a common practice in this age of information, collaborative problem
solving prepares learners with two of the most necessary skills in the workplace –
the ability to collaborate and a desire for lifelong learning.

Purpose of the Study

The major purpose of this case study was to evaluate the effectiveness of an
experiential learning environment where small teams collaborated to solve “real
world” industry problems. During the past year, experiential learning had been
identified by major segments of the campus community as one of three strategic
areas of development for the University. For experiential learning to become a
core element of the University’s identity, ….“the role of experiential learning must
be defined, developed, accepted, implemented, evaluated, and refined by the
campus community.” The use of CPS as a curricular model can be viewed as
being a major component of an experiential learning environment. Further,
adopting a University charge where…..“the complexity of advanced learning
presents challenges to faculty to design experiences that are sequential,
cumulative, and graded in complexity”, the purpose of this study was: (1) to
determine the feasibility of modifying an existing course (Commercial Property
Risk Management and Insurance) to the extent that it met criteria of “experiential
learning” (Kolb, 1984); (2) to identify corporations willing to partner in field testing
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the course for this experience, and (3) to modify the course design and
curriculum and teach it as an “experiential course” during the Fall 2004
Semester.

A secondary interest was to examine the difference of student perceptions in
regard to direct and in-direct access to the resources.  An analysis was
conducted to compare student perceptions between groups that had direct
access to the property risk being studied (a typical restaurant) and that sponsor’s
risk manager with perceptions from those groups that had to rely on technology
(email or phone) for contact with their sponsor’s risk manager and who also could
not directly visit some distant manufacturing plant or distribution center.    

Course Design

The goal of the course was to provide students with the knowledge and skill to
examine major commercial property loss exposures including fi re, business
interruption, crime, inland marine, ocean marine, and to analyze these different
risks so as to select optimal combinations of risk treatment and insurance for
financial protection against property losses. 

Given that a project becomes the central focus of the course, identification and
selection of projects has posed a challenge to both students and the instructor.
This project-based approach has been used in a three-course sequence covering
(1) property risk, (2) liabil ity risk, and (3) a capstone course in corporate risk
management. Broadly speaking, the objectives of the group projects have been
to articulate a situation involving at least two risk exposures (property, liability, or
a combination depending on the course being taken)  in the context of a publicly
traded company or large organization (government or non-profit) setting, to
develop loss control and loss financing alternative solutions for mitigating the
possibility of financial loss, and to communicate  recommendation(s) for solving
the problem(s) with appropriate and supporting documentation. Typically, most
projects can be described as representing “hypothetical” scenarios to “real world”
companies. Occasionally, a group managed to connect with a local company and
investigate a “real” problem. For the most part, students in groups working on
these real problems have expressed a higher degree of overall course
satisfaction from their project than those students taking a more textbook “case
study” approach. 

Because the project report takes on such a large component of the course, the
instructor has spent considerable time developing the purpose and structure of
this document. Over time and with major input from a group of course
consultants of both industry professionals and former students, this one
document has come to incorporate two types of industry reports; (1) a
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consultant’s risk assessment report and (2) a submission containing underwriting
data and company background information for insurance coverage. The
capstone course includes a section on loss development and trending for
projecting ultimate aggregate loss. A major point of emphasis in the course and
requirement of the report is that analysis leading to recommendations be amply
supported by cost/benefit results. Since the majority of students have never seen
these types of documents, several sample project reports from prior courses are
made available to the class as examples of a final report. Students who graduate
from the program and complete these three courses typically begin their
professional careers in the claim or underwriting section of a commercial line
insurer or as a risk analyst for a regional or global broker. Many former students
provide positive feedback about their project experience after they have been
employed for a year or two. 

Contact was initiated with potential corporate/governmental sponsor
organizations through their insurance brokers to solicit their commitment in
becoming a participating sponsor/partner to the course. After preliminary
discussions with these organizations and their brokers, it was determined that
insurance brokerages who initial ly expressed an interest and who have been
employing program graduates for several years could not participate as sponsors
because they would be unable to provide the necessary financial data of their
clients due to privacy and confidentiality statutes and contracts. However,
through professional contacts of the instructor with corporate risk managers, we
were able to secure the participation of one Fortune 1000 global manufacturing
company and one regional restaurant company that operates and franchises
more than 400 restaurants in 20 states. Both risk managers agreed to provide
relevant financial documents from recent years of operations including property
engineering reports, loss information, and property policies with specific location
underwriting information. Both companies are publicly traded organization so that
additional information was also available from SEC Reports and other
independent sources. Perhaps the most valuable resource to the class was
access to both risk managers who were available to the students throughout the
semester. The course was delivered as a traditional lecture-style course that
covered hazard risks and resulting accidental losses with suggested and optional
“course web-enhancement” opportunities for group involvement including group
discussions, file exchange, course email facilities, and a virtual classroom. In
addition, course materials were posted on the course web site. Because this was
an undergraduate course, there was a mid-term and a comprehensive final exam
that covered the standard content found in a risk management program. Where
possible, classroom lectures applied the content from the textbook to project
activities that were currently underway.

Instead of following the traditional chapter-by-chapter coverage in a textbook, the
project driven nature of the course required a strong emphasis on interaction and
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collaboration among learners themselves. As a comprehensive instructional
theory, CPS provides two general categories of guidelines to assist the
implementation process: (a) comprehensive guidelines, which support the entire
process, and (b) process activities, which provide step-by-step guidance for
design of learning activities. Based on the comprehensive guidelines, the roles
and the responsibilities of the instructor and the learners were clarified.  As
shown in Table 1, the instructional design for the learning process consisted of
seven learning modules each carrying at least one process activity suggested by
CPS. 
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Table 1: Course Learning Modules & CPS Process Activities

Learning Modules Process Activities Suggested by CPS

 Module 1: Introduction

-- Stud ents become  acqu ainted  with

the course site through a number of

learning a ctivities.

1: Building Readiness (as an individual)

Modu le 2: T eam ing B uilding , Role

Selection 

--Students read job descriptions of

four different roles for the project

team and selected their own role.

2: Form and Norm Groups

4: Define and Assign Roles

 Module 3: Warming Up Exercise for
Team Project: A Mini-Case

-- E ach proj ec t tea m works on  a m ini-

case assigned by the instructor as

a way to  warm  up for  the  big

proj ect.

1: Building Readiness (as a group)

 Module 4: Company Background

--Students analyze the background of

the compan y selected to gain a full

understan ding o f the c om pany’s

business climate, and strategic and

tactical initiatives.

3. Determine a Preliminary Problem             

Definition

 Module 5: Problem Identification

-- Students iden tify what problem (s)

will be analyzed and explain why

these problems have been
selected. 

3. Determine a Preliminary Problem Definition

 5: Engage in Iterative Collaborative Problem-

Solving Proce ss

 Module 6: Solution Alternatives-

Cost/Benefit Analyses

-- The group develops several

alternative solutions and then

discusses and prioritizes them.

  5. Engage in Iterative Collaborative Problem-

Solving Proce ss

6. Finalize the Solution for the Project

 Module 7: Recommended Solutions

-- Students demonstrate why they
have dete rm ined that th eir

rec om mended course  of a ctio n is

best. 

7. Synthesize and Reflect

Course Survey

      -- Stude nts pro vide fee dback to

      the instructor.
8. Assess Products and Processes

9. Provide Closure
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There were six, four-person groups established, with three groups for each
company. Each group identified at least one significant property risk problem for
their project and developed a recommended solution. The nature of this project
activity closely corresponds to industry practice where corporations evaluate risk
situations and attempt to mitigate potential financial losses with combinations of
engineering and behavioral interventions coupled with self-funding and insurance
for financing accidental losses.  This instructional approach has been successful
in structuring effective learning environments that prepare students with
competencies and skills desired by employers (Guan and Mikolaj, 2003, 2002).
Recent and similar results have also been reported for business education
courses in operations management (Yazici, 2004). 

In addition to corporate financial information, students had direct access to
corporate risk managers through a classroom visit from one risk manager and a
phone conference call from the other risk manager.  Students could also email
both risk managers. Each group identified their own unique problem to solve so
that no group was duplicating another group’s work. The course was taught on
campus and had a Blackboard Course Web-site available for students. As
company specific material became available from the risk managers, it was
posted in the Course Documents section of the course web site so that all
groups had access to all material.

Findings

The major purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of an
experiential learning environment where small teams collaborated to solve “real
world” industry problems. A secondary interest was to compare student
perceptions between groups that had direct access to the risk being studied (a
typical restaurant) and that sponsor’s risk manager with perceptions from those
groups, studying a major manufacturing facility, that had to rely on technology
(email or phone) for contact with their sponsor’s risk manager at some distant
location.    

The following are technical findings from the group project reports and represent
a cross-section of outcome types that are typically observed:

Market forces after 9/11 significantly increased the cost of insurance.

To not disrupt budget projections, increases in self-retention were a
common solution to maintaining levels of insurance coverage.
There is a wide range in insurance policy coverage; from a standard

ISO property form to broad, all-risk policies available from specialty
carriers.
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There have been major technology breakthroughs in fire sprinkler

suppression systems that meet the varied needs of diverse industries.
To improve the use of “Hot Permits” in a manufacturing environment,

innovative training and follow-up measures are an excellent behavioral
loss control alternative for reducing fires.
To prevent heat exhaustion in the cooking areas of a busy restaurant,

managers have a special responsibility to see that employees wear
breathable clothing and take a fifteen-minute break every two hours.
A major source of risk for restaurants with drive-through windows is the

architectural design of barriers to minimize physical damage to the
restaurant. It is important to remove customer booths away from a
sidewall drive-through to protect patrons from crash injuries and the
restaurant from additional liability.  
Because of the high employee turnover in the restaurant industry,

special attention must be paid to maintaining current employee
identification and contact information in a disaster plan to be able to
account for all personnel.

Recommendations are required to be supported with a cost/benefit analysis and
discussion. The format of the report is structured to reinforce the problem-solving
approach of: (1) problem identification, (2) alternative solutions, (3) analysis of
alternatives, (4) recommendations, and (5) references.  

There were twenty-eight students initially enrolled in the class, however four
students withdrew leaving the six, four-member groups. Students were surveyed
upon completion of the course. Approximately one-third of the students were in
their junior year and the rest were seniors. Two-thirds of the students indicated
that they had taken at least one other course requiring a project based on real
world experiences.  Chart 1 shows that when asked whether the project
conducted in the class was connected with their life experience, 64% of the
students agreed.

When students were asked whether the project connected them with a “real
world” that they were likely to experience after graduation, 76% said that the
project connected them with “a real world” that they would be l ikely to experience
upon graduation (see Chart 2). 
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The survey also showed that 64% of students felt they learned more by doing the
course project collaboratively than had they been working alone and 76% felt that
their group had worked effectively as a team. 

At the end of the term, students were asked to rank the helpfulness of the
activities including: 1) visi ting the company, 2) teleconferencing with the risk
manager, 3) exchanging emails with the risk manager, 4) searching the internet
for company related information, and 5) reading corporate documents posted on
the course web-site that had been provided by each company.  As Chart 3
shows, the groups differed with respect to their responses with 5 being most
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helpful and 1 being the least helpful.

As might be expected, the groups having access to a local restaurant location
reported visiting and observing the property site to be the most helpful  activity.
Those groups studying the global manufacturer selected reading the information
provided by their sponsors risk manager as their most helpful activi ty. The next
most helpful activity for the restaurant groups was reading documents provided
by the risk manager while the manufacturing groups did not have a clear
consensus, but found all the activities were equally helpful except for searching
the Internet. Interestingly, a majority of respondents from all six groups selected
searching the Internet for company related documents to be the least helpful
activity of the possible choices given.

The choice of resources to the groups included: 1) course instructor, 2) r isk
manager, 3) online resources, 4) course documents including those provided by
the risk manager, 5) textbook, and 6) project team members via the course-site
group discussion page.  Chart 4 indicated that in identifying the most helpful
resource for their project, there was no clear consensus, however the restaurant
groups chose the textbook and project team members, whereas the
manufacturing groups also selected textbooks with course documents as their
most helpful resource.   The next most helpful resource for the restaurant groups
was the instructor while the most selected item for the manufacturing groups was
course documents. For least helpful resources, the restaurant groups selected
course documents and the manufacturing group selected textbooks as being
least helpful. It was apparent that there was divergent thinking among students
regarding those items either most or least helpful where, for example where
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course documents were selected as being both most helpful (6 points) and least
helpful (1 point) by different students in the same groups working on the same
project. Of course the total sample size was quite small, however most students
who are into their junior if not senior year in college have adopted their own
learning style preferences of material. This somewhat contradictory finding
warrants further investigation and will be studied in future classes.

Nearly three-fourths of all group members felt that their group experience in this
course compared favorably with their group experience in other courses. Eighty
percent of the students involved in the restaurant groups reacted favorably to the
experiential learning experience compared to 58% of those students where the
company was not local and the information and contacts with the company
required phone or electronic media contact. However, both groups were about
evenly divided when asked whether they liked or disliked the course being
primarily project driven. It was not surprising to observe this finding, given that
throughout the semester many students complained that most of the courses
they were taking required group projects and it was difficult to maintain all the
necessary scheduling that the projects required. Overall, the students found that
having access to a professional from a corporation that they might either interact
with or work for upon graduation was an extremely valuable experience.   
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Conclusion

Our findings show that providing a “real world” risk problem situation for students
to solve resulted in an effective collaborative learning environment. A major
factor to this success was finding two organizations that agreed to participate as
project sponsors through their corporate risk managers. Both companies
provided corporate financial information that would be difficult to obtain from
external sources. Their corporate risk managers and other professional risk
management staff were available to students through a campus visit, phone
teleconferencing, e-mail, and a guided tour through one of the sites. There is, of
course, a potential difficulty in being able to have continual access to corporate
sponsors, particularly if this access depends on instructors having risk manager
friends willing and able to participate and provide corporate information. 

As important as availability of “real world” project sponsors to the course, an
even more fundamental determinant of project success was whether students
benefitted and their learning was enhanced from participating in the collaborative
activities found in this type of course. While not all students agreed that this
learning environment was superior, the majority of students surveyed felt that this
course and project connected them to “a real world” that they would soon be
finding upon graduation. The use of national and global teams in today’s
business environment requires employees to collaborate and communicate
effectively. As educators, we are called upon to prepare students who can be
successful in this demanding collaborative work environment. There were many
challenges to overcome in conducting this first “experiential learning” course, but
it was well worth the effort to find that learning was enhanced and that students
gained valuable experience in solving a “real world” problem.
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WHAT MAKES AN EFFECTIVE RISK MANAGER?

CURRENT CONTEXT AND TRENDS IN RISK MANAGEMENT

The question of training and educating risk managers has been daunting for the first

generation of profess ional association executives in the  sixties. It has become

possibly even more overwhelming in the last fifteen years when it expanded to

providing a risk management education to all professionals and managers.
Therefore, before even co nsidering ways to approa ch the problem , it is necessary to

investigate the present fie ld of risk m anagement and the com petencies required to

walk that field efficiently.  

Since the beginning of the 21st century, it has become clearer an d clearer that the

traditional and reactive approach of protecting the assets of the organization through

the purchase of insurance, even when extended to loss of profits and liabilities, does

not offer a solution to the panoply of threats confronting an organization.
Furthermore, it is high time  that risks are  seen again as value creating, managing

uncertainties requires a global approach where opportunities as well as threats are

considered w hen designing a dynam ic strategy.    

Under this new paradigm managing risks is based on a proactive vision aimed at

achieving the organization’s mission, goals and objectives under any stress or

surprise. It requires a new expand ed definition of “risks”. The “new” risk management

must think out of the traditional “tool” box and transcend the organization’s frontiers.
The globalization of the economy is experienced  in all organizations , not anymore

“stand alone” but depending on a complex network of economic partners, even on

stakeholde rs with no direct contract with the organization. It is n o surprise therefore

that a new breed of  risk managers  are em erging devoted to the  procurement cha in

and the interdependences of all parties.

In the field, over the last decade, risk management has experienced a real

fragmentation in many organisations. This fragmentation requires that all risk

managers or aspiring risk managers to position themselves in a totally revised check

board. The “risks” to be diagnosed and mitigated have expanded to include, without

priority or certainty of being complete, the following:

Environment issues, sus tainable developm ent,

Precaution principle with its legal and  comm ercial implications, 

Procurement and the logistics chain made more vulnerable with the “just

on time approach”, 

Legal risk manage ment,

Safety, security and terrorism

Reputation,
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Crisis Managem ent,

Ethics and corporate governance.

These risks or threats are also bearers of innovation and therefore offer opportunities

for those with eno ugh vision to size them. As early as 1992, Felix Kloman1 had

already written in a fascinating historical summary of the discussion on the nature of

Risk Managem ent that "The Risk Management challenge is to learn how  to live with
this uncer tainty so that risk can be an acceptable stimulus, rather than an

unacc eptab le threat. Thus, given both the constraints of modern life and the

opportunities for the future, the holistic development of risk manag ement app ears to

be inevitable". More recently, Felix Kloman2 as an attentive witness of the evolution
rightly pointed out, in each organisation, there are many who tackle risks of different

forms and shapes. For a long time production site managers have been concerned

with « risk management » as applied to  quality, reliab ility, hygiene and safety in the

workplace. W hat is new, how ever, and often publicised in press review  or articles:    

 Project managers wo uld not contem plate beginning a project w ithout their

version of a proper risk management process applied from the perspective of

all part ies involved in the project (general contractor, sub-contractors,
suppliers and final own er of the project, etc.), 

 Procure ment managers  are in the process o f recruiting their  own risk

management specialists to deal with the specific exposure s of the logistics

channels,

 Legal counse ls are c lear ly look ing b eyond the establishm ent of contracts  to

include the management of legal risk in the scope of their responsibilities,

 Most finance directors have esta blished credit mana gers to inquire into their

clients and suppliers’ s olvency, and have long  expected their treasurer to

make sure of their own solvency and chosen long term financing in balancing

risk and return. The new ART and complex financial mechanisms involving

capital markets ob viously pertain to the realm of financ ial strategy, 

 Internal auditors do not satisfy themselves with auditing the risk management

process at the operational level and clearly try to find a new legitimacy

through the ir inv olvement  in the de finit ion o f the  risk  management  stra tegy.

They would like to concede only hygiene and safety to the field managers and

insurance purch asing and claim  managem ent to the risk mana ger. 

In this  new  cac ophony,  there is  no w ay that the risk ma nager c an play so lo on his

“insurance part”.  On the contrary, his  best be t is probably to learn  to be the first v iolin

solo, the concertmaster that gives the note to all players in th e orchestra and help
each of them  understand and  interpret their own part in harm ony.   

All taking part  in the orchestra of the organisation, be they members or visiting

soloist, must learn their part, own and manage their risks, while understanding the
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overall  work, the global strategy, written by the composer, the board of directors, and

interpreted by the condu ctor, the C .E.O. It suff ices for the  risk mana ger to ca rry to

the who le orchest ra the intentions of the c onducto r!

Under these new circumstances, new skills or competencies will be required of the

risk management professional, an extended knowledge of the field of management

and strategic processes as well as communication skills and the art of convincing

others. In summary, to be efficient, the new risk manager must show outstanding

leadership and com munication qua lities.  

This  is a major reason that risk management professional conferences in Europe and

Austra lia as well as in America ha ve given som e thought to dev eloping a new title to

evidence the evolution of the risk management scope and dutie s. How  to nam e this

new strategic manager of risks when clearly purchasing insurance is no longer the

sole answer to managing risks?

As a direct consequence of this rapid evolution of the “risk domain” encompassing

more and more non-insurable risks, as well as opportunities, means that any risk

manager will need a host of new competencies to be effective. Therefore, listing

these competencies would be   daunting task, not to mention finding the right
candidate for the job! 

THE NEED FOR THE DEFINITION OF CORE COMPETENCIES

 – CONTRASTING THE UK & US APPROACHES

 

The Austra lian standards, the revised 2004 edition of which will serve as a basis for

the projected ISO standard, and the British standard, developed jointly by ALARM,

AIRMIC and the IRM are now  accepted by FERMA3 and have bee n translated into

fourteen languages. If read as a road map to effective ERM (enterprise wide risk

managem ent) rather than a compliance reference, then these frameworks might

provide a track to exp lore. However, both focus on the risk management process and

offer no job description or co re competencies  needed for a corpo rate risk-ma nager.

Indeed, some risk scholars ev en predict t hat the Ch ief Risk Office r is still born4. 

However, it is a fact bo th in the  public sector and in healthca re organ izations , in

Europe as w ell as in the United states, risk managers positions are created.

Furthermore, the exposures for a pub lic entity are so dive rse and fa r reaching in te rm

of geography and time frame that both the American association of public risk

managers (PRIMA)5 and the  British one (ALARM)6 have developed in 2003
docume nts to approach the question of core competencies from different

perspectives.  As they seem to be the only published documents on the subjects,

they are the pillars for the present article:  
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The American document focuses on the competencies (knowledge) that any

public entity risk manager should posse ss to be  efficient, w hatever the

missions he  or she is assigned  in the risk managem ent process.     

The British document first covers the missions that should be assigned to the

risk managers, then proceeds to define criteria to evaluate performance and

finally defines what skills are generally found in a successful candidate

(according to the de fined performanc e criteria).  

In other words , PRIMA’s docu ment tends to list knowledge that could constitute a

university curriculum, whe reas the ALAR M docum ent is more co ncerned with

defining the scope of an effective risk management function and the skills and

attitudes of the right candidates derive from there (without really dwell ing on how

they would be acqu ired). 

Howev er, a closer look at both documents leads one to realize that they point to very

similar sets of skills and know-how.  The main difference is that PRIMA’s approach

provides a more detailed list of what the candidate should have studied as a means

to demons trate the expected iden tified skills.  

To facilitate the comparison between the two documents, PRIMA’s list of

competencies has been reorganized to fit in the four « standards » defined by

ALARM. The reader w ill thus find the six chapters of PRIMA’s list linked with the

“skills” list of the four ALARM standards (see following pages ).

The following presentation is an attempt at producing a combined document that
could  be appropriate not only for a public entity but also for organizations of any

structure  and purpose. Therefore, the competencies are split into four areas, three of

which are com mon to all risk man agement pro fessionals wh erever they operate. 

What is proposed below is a template where part two could be adapted to the

spec ific needs of any given organization. The main branches that w ould warrant a

specific part 4 are  identified here: public (local, regional and state), health (public and

private),  private sector entities (industrial, commercial and financial) and not-for-p rofit

and NGO. A brief introduction to each  will be offered.   

The choice here is to stress the similar ities of the  risk managem ent function in a ll

organizations without undermining the specifics of each. It could lead to a more open
field of job opportunities for all risk management professionals who could shift from

one sector to an other more eas ily.  

THE FOUR AREAS OF CORE COMPETENCIES

 

The risk mana gement profess ional is a ma nager who knows th e risk management

process and can effectively communicate and lead the processes within the

organization to ensure continuing risk evaluation and mitigation7. Therefore the
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proposed four areas  of core co mpetencies, w here he/she must be able to lead

“intelligent and informed dialogues with the specialists”, are:

2. General Management: 

Like any other person in a managerial position, a risk professional must

understand the different sides of general management organized around the

main  resource s. This knowledge  must be sufficien t to allow the  risk mana ger to

assist all  managers in the evaluation of their exposures and available mitigation

processes, hence draw a dynamic risk map. Therefore the competencies should

always stress the  exposures involve d.  

2.2.Human Resources:

Workers compensation is  still often the core miss ion of the risk m anager,

however hum an resources is of ten a vit al resou rce in many industries, and

not only in the service area. Therefore the accomplished risk manager must

understand career and knowledge management which are key to enhancing

the potential of man y organizations. 

2.4.Technical Resources

Production has been the traditional domain for casualty insurance, but the

understanding of production processes and the risks involved with them

encompass perils far beyond those insurable risks like fire, explosion or

mach inery breakdown. However, from a “risk perspective”, the technical

resources encompass only the resources within the frontier of the

organization, i.e. those it directly controls. The technical resources in the

hands of others, i.e. the procurement process, are addressed in the partners

section, see here  below “upstream ” partners . 

2.6. Information Resources

Far beyond the computers and the information system, I.T. safety is a
necessity in most organization whose operations rely entirely on the
exchange and treatment of information. Furthermore, breach in
confidentiality may be a source of huge liabilities. Therefore,
cooperation with the Chief Information Officer is a necessity for any risk
manager who must understand the architecture of an information
system and databases. 

   

2.8.Business Partners

This  category of resources comprises all the economic partners of the

organization, i.e., those on which it relies for the smooth op eration of its

activities from procurement to delivery including all the necessary logistics.

In addition  to the s pecific  of purchasing  and m arketing , the risk  manager w ill
need to be equipped with a solid understanding of contract law and the

operations of civil courts in all the coun tries where the organization may be

called upon to enter or de fend a claim. 
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2.8.2. Upstream (subcontractors and suppliers)

It is the role of the procurem ent manag er to search for the ad equate
partners, suppliers and contractors. However the risk manager must

have a reasonable understanding of the purchasing process and the

main co mponent of logistic s. 

2.8.4. Downstream (distribution networks and customers)

A marketing plan, a media program, a retail network strategy or hiring

a sales force are the rea lm of the marketing d irector.  Howe ver, w hile

keen on sizing opportunities, he>.she may overlook some spec ific

risks. The risk manager must have sufficient knowledge of the

intricacies of the job to a ssist in the  risk mapp ing exerc ise in the

marketing departm ent.  

2.10. Financial Resources

Like all members in a management position, a risk professional must have a

solid understanding of the financial side of the organization. That includes

interpreting general and managerial accounting reports, including balance shee t,

income statement, and financial planning, including present value and risk and

return arbitrage.   

4. Risk Management Process:

The heart of the missions of the risk manager is what is called the risk

management process. It is a three step process, which, similar to a doctor’s v isit,

goes from symptoms to diagno stic, treatment an d verification of the effect of the

prescription through an audit and monitoring process.
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4.2.  Diagnostic and risk profiling:

The risk manager m ust be able to translate  the knowledge of the

organiza tion’s goals and resources in a complete risk profile through a

system atic exposure diagnostic process (identification, evaluation and

assessment). Quantification of risk is essen tial for a rational approach to

managing risks. Therefore, the risk manger must be able to develop data,

use techniques like Monte Carlo or Bayesians  networks. The traditional two

dimension approach (probability and financial im pact) is probably insufficient

to provide enough hindsight to the complexity of modern organizations and

the way “chaos” can develop in them. But that would be the object of another

article .    

4.4.Risk Treatment:

The risk manager must demonstrate a sound understanding and operational
knowledge of all risk treatment instruments (risk control as well as risk financing)
and have the capacity to design and implement a business plan for risk
management in which proposed actions cans be evaluated (and possibly measured).
Business continuity Planning and Strategic redeployment planning will be key in
this exercise.  
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4.6.Auditing and monitoring the results:

The risk manager must have the ability to follow the evolution both within and
without the organization as well as progress in risk management methods

and tools and implement them to improve the risk management program. But

also, an internal process must enable the top management to evaluate the

progress of the risk mitigation efforts developed within the organization. This

step requires cooperation w ith the internal audit. Therefore, the risk manager

must be we ll aware  of the audit proc ess, its  miss ions and methods: definition

of standards, ade quate reporting of the situation , assessm ent of the
discrepancies and definition of measures to correct the course when

necessary.    

6. Leadership and Communication:

If the risk manager must master the risk management process, it is the mission of

all operat ional manage rs to im pleme nt it in his/her ow n manageria l departm ent.

Therefore risk managem ent in any organization stems  from team work, a

continuous process. Therefore, the risk manager usually monitors a commission.

Therefore, the candidate has to develop communications skills that enable him or

her to be an  effect ive com mun icator w ith all stakeholders both internal and

externa l. The communication skills, written as well as oral, become more and

more essent ial as the ER M mod els call for instilling a ris k management culture

throughout the organization and beyond to its partners and stakeholde rs and  in

light of the increasing impact of the governance issues on the management of

risk balancing  threats an d opportun ities.    

8. Specific to the sector:

This  fourth leg of the competencies is specific to the activities in the organization

in which the candidate will be involved. Although the list may not be exhaustive,

the main areas are:

  

8.2.Public Entities (local, regional and state): 

Briefly summarized, for public entities, it is essential to understand the legal

framew ork specific for local authorities, including the tender offer process,

relationship with the state, political processes and relationship between

elected official, civil servant, constituents and general public, etc  

8.4.Healthcare Organizations (public and private),

Clearly,  patients are at the heart of the hospital mission: restoring their

health and ensuring their safe ty and security while hospitalized and  therefore

more vulnera ble. Therefore  the risk manager must have a sound knowledge

of the medical profession and all the processes and procedures that take

place in any health organization.

8.6.Private sector entities (industrial, commercial) 

An overv iew of m acro and m icro eco nomy as we ll as the main trends of the
industrial or service  branches is necessary to grasp the main issu es in
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developing and  imp lement ing a  glob al s trategy integra ting risk and

opportunity issues.  

8.8.Private sector entities (financial)

The new emphasis on governance for financial institutions with the

implementation of Basel 2 on operational risks for banks and the new

requirements  of Solvency 2  for the Insurance and reinsurance companies

have clearly generated a new b reed of risk manage rs in these institutions.

Risks were even th e dominant top ic of the last International Insurance

Society meeting in Hon g-Kong in July 2005. 

    

8.10. Not for profit and NGO. 

The missions of a ny NGO are the ve ry reasons of its existence and a key to

its operat ions as  well as  to its fun draising  exercises. The risk m anage r in

such an organization must be aware of the specifics of the goals in such a

context. In addition , reputa tion risk will be of great importance and
understanding the  levers that hinder or enhan ce it will be a must.

 .

CONCLUSION

 

Some risk management professionals would probably see no merit to the
title question as they analyze the explosion that the management of risks
has experienced an explosion in the last five years and that it is urgent that
the real risk owners, the operational managers, repossess the risk-
management process. In that vision, the question of effective risk
management in all organizations rests on the training in risk management
of all managers, and the modification of the MBA program to include risk
management as a core subject.

Without disputing the need for “grass root” risk management, the process
must be orchestrated from the executive suite and supervised from the
board of directors. Therefore, it is a valid question to attempt a definition of
the position of corporate risk manager and to analyze the competencies
that will be needed to deliver efficiently in such a position. This paper is a
first approach to a coherent answer open for much debate. If the current
risk management professionals do not address the question, others will
without them. Issues such governance, transparencies, stakeholders
interest, social corporate responsibilities and ethics are all part of the new
risk management paradigm. In such an environment, the perception of
risks by all stakeholders is probably more important that its measure by
specialists. Therefore, communication skills are becoming more and more
essential in the panoply for the risk management professional8.         
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I am tempted to borrow a p rovisional conclusion to E amonn K elly and Steve

Weber first article on a series on “Mastering Risks” recently published in the

Financial Times. The authors state “When advantage lies mostly in the unknown

and uncertain, the ability to sense and learn faster, to correct mistakes and drop
losing bets, t o tolerate ambiguity and live with, even embrace, ambivalence

becomes absolu tely essentia l” before concluding “Loss aversion is n ot a way to

win… re-embrace as a source of advantage”.9     
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APPEND IX 1: Standard RM / 1

Elements of competence:

Understanding and using the strategic and organizational concepts within which the

council operates

Performance cr iteria

Underpinning knowledge, skills and attitudes:

Those who meet the performance criteria are likely to be able to:

Describe the environment and the com mun ity served  by the Council in

detail. 

Describe the relationship between central and local government and the

current regulators framework (statutory or otherwise) affecting local

authorities.

Deliver the services of the risk managem ent function within the cons traints

and opportunities presented by the political structure of the Council and

the relationships within it. 

State the strategic goals of the  Council and indicate w hat the risk

management function is doing to help meet them.

Make effective oral and written reports and representations to decision

makers . 

Operate effectively in a multi-disciplinary environment.

Justify proposed courses of action by reference to financial, legal and

ethica l criteria .

Participate in business/service plan for the risk management function.

Manage resources (human, financial and otherwise) effectively and

efficien tly.

Competencies found in PRIMA III - A & B, IV- E, F & G and V - A &
B

III. Public Administration

A. Governm ent Proce ss

1.   Policy Making

2.   Ordinances and Code

4. Political Process (Forma l)

6. Political Awareness (Informal)
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5.   Public Financial Management

a. Investm ents

b. Debt Financing

c. Budgeting

d. Accounting

B. Government Operations

1. Understanding the operations of your entity’s organization

2. How to get things done in your organization

3. P roc ure ment – entity  spe cif ic
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APPEND IX 2: Standard RM / 1(end)

IV. Gen eral Ma nage men t Kno wledge a nd Sk ills

E. Decision Making Skills

1.  Identification of Issue

a. Investiga te

2.  Analysis of Options

a. C ost  Benefit Ana lysis

3.  Make Decision

4.  Implem entation of Decision 

5.  Monitoring of Proc ess

a. Performance m easurement

b. Benchmarking

F.  General Managem ent Skills

1. Marketing

a. Internal

b. External

2.  Labor Relations

 3.  Personnel Management

4.  Budgeting

5.  Planning

6.  Program Development

G.  Other Managem ent Skills

1.  Contract Administration

2.  Custom er Service Awa reness

3.   Managing Change

V. Information Technology

A.  Basic Computer Skills

B.  Working Knowledge of Organization’s Systems
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APPEND IX 3: Standard RM / 2

Elements of competence:

Estab lishing and sup porting t he risk m anagement of the c ouncil

Performance cr iteria

Underpinning knowledge, skills and attitudes:

Those who meet the performance criteria are likely to be able to:

 

Estab lish the g oals and objec tives o f activit ies of the Council,

Carry out systematic corpo rate risks assessments ,

Carry out business/service interruption planning,

Communicate to decision makers the results and the implications of the

identification of corporate hazards/risks and subsequent evaluation, 

Evaluate risk treatment and loss control against pre-set targets/objectives,

State the most useful sources of professional information and use them

systematically.  

 

Competencies found in PRIMA I - A, II - A, IV- D, VI - A

I.  Introduction of Core Competencies

      A.  History and Evolution of RM and Insurance 

II. Risk Manag ement C ore

III A.  Risk Identification and Assessment

2. Proper ty 

4. Identification Valuation

6. Investigation

IV. Gen eral Ma nage men t Kno wledge a nd Sk ills

D. Critical Thinking Skills

VI. Future of Risk Management 
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A.  Openn ess to and a warene ss of industry trends and  new ideas (This means that the

risk management practioner must remain a scholar, looking for ideas outside of his/her

organization through formal training as well as networking with colleagues and providers).   
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APPEND IX 4: Standard RM / 3

Elements of competence:

Treating risks

Performance cr iteria

Underpinning knowledge, skills and attitudes:

Those who meet the performance criteria are likely to be able to:

Comm unicate to decision makers the results and the implications of the

identification of corporate hazards/risks and subsequent evaluation.

Evaluate risk treatment and loss control against pre-set targets/objectives.

Plan and justify appropriate methods of risk financing (whether by

insurance or otherw ise).

Describe the current situation and future trends in the local government

insurance/risk financing market.

Mainta in effective professional and contractual relationships with service

providers .

   

Competencies found in PRIMA II - B, C, D & E

II. Risk Management Core

B. Risk Control 

1 .Pre Loss 

a. Safety/Loss Control

b. Regulatory Compliance

c. Crisis Management

2. Post Loss

a. Claims Management

C. Risk Financing

2. Retention

a. Self Insurance

b. Actu arial C oncepts

4. Risk Transfer

a. Contractual Risk Transfer

b. Commercial Insurance (Large Subset to be Defined)
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c. Bonds

6. Alternative Risk Financing

a. Pooling

b. Captives

D. Law/Legal Principles

1. Environmental Law

2. Judicial Proc ess

3. Statutory Law

4. Contract Law

5. Case Law

6. Tort Law

E. Program Administration and Management

1.  Policies

2.  Procedures

3.  Record Keeping and Documentation

4.  R MIS

8. Cost Allocation 
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APPEND IX 5: Standard RM / 4

Elements of competence:

Communicating

Performance cr iteria

Underpinning knowledge, skills and attitudes:

Those who meet the performance criteria are likely to be able to:

Support a nd encourage the o peration of g roup within  staff (in particular a

risk mana gement group w ith access to top m anagem ent).

Design and use appropriate methods of verifying the awareness of risk.

Design  and us e pape r and electronic  commun ications  med ia.

Assess and design or commission training experiences to meet them.

Design and use value-for-money incentives to support planned risk

management initiatives. 

Assist decision m akers on devising sanctions (budgetary or otherwise),

which  can be  applied  in order to encourage c omp liance w ith the Council’s

approach to risk m anageme nt. 

Competencies found in PRIMA IV- A, B & C

IV. Gen eral Ma nage men t Kno wledge a nd Sk ills

A.  Comm unication Skills

1. Listening 

2. Written Communication

3. Oral C om mu nication Skills 

4. Negotiation 

5. Persuasion

6. Conflict Resolution

B. Education and Training Techniques

C.  Leadership Skills

1. Coalition Building

2. Team Building

3. Workplace ethics

            4.  Mentoring
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Book Reviews

There have been several new risk management and insurance books
released recently. Your peers would greatly appreciate your thoughts on
these books. If you are aware of some books or texts and would like to
write a brief review please contact the editor. 

Submitting articles

The Journal of Risk Education is an e-journal. Please submit your articles
for review by sending an email to the editor with a WordPerfect or Word
document attached. Please minimize the formatting and make your copy
text as simple as possible. Please use the Chicago style for your
references. The editor will make a copy of the attached document and
remove the authors' names before forwarding on to the associate editors
fro review. You will be notified as soon as is possible of the status of your
submission. The final copy is saved as a PDF file for distribution.  


